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Editorial.
After last month’s meagre offering I have more to report this month with contributions from Richard L with an
update on the Elan restoration, and a report on the Wells Run from Jenny, my thanks to them both for these,
and my thanks also to Vaughn for a report on Bexhill, but I’ll hold that one over until next month.
The weather was really awful for the last club-night so the attendance was understandably down, hopefully
conditions will improve for September’s, hope to see you there.

Upholstery & Patterns.
No response from anybody on these items from
last month’s newsletter, so if anyone can
help/wants the moulds mentioned, please get in
touch.

For Sale, Elan M100.
Bill Slessor has found it necessary to reluctantly
call time on M100 ownership, so his car is now on
the market. It’s enjoyed a lot of care and attention,
so it will be a good buy for someone. Anyone
who’s interested should contact Bill, or me if you
don’t have his contact details to hand.

The Wells Run Sunday 20th August 2017
Sunday morning proved to be quite chilly at 8.30 am as we arrived at the starting point for the Wells Run
organized by the Tunbridge Wells Motor Club. To remedy this was a welcoming bacon butty and hot drinks
which sustained us as we signed on, received our route pack and short briefing before the start of the run.
The documentation was excellent, including a complete entry list together with names and photos of
competitors’ cars, a roadbook with very full instruction, a rally plate and refreshment vouchers. A quick
glance through this confirmed today would be a challenge – tulip diagrams to follow, questions to answer
along the route and additionally a quiz sheet with images of landmarks to be identified.
We set off shortly after 10.00 am in brilliant sunshine for the first 30 mile stage and to ensure we were
concentrating and awake the first clue was spotted in the first mile as we travelled into Tunbridge Wells and
then beyond into the Kent countryside following a varied and twisting route through villages, bird watchers,
narrow roads with stunning views to arrive at Chiddingstone for a welcome refreshment stop. All too
soon, it was time to cease admiring the various cars, stop socializing and set off for the next leg of 28 miles
in a southerly direction via Ashdown Forest to end up at Bentley Motor Museum for the lunchtime stop.
All the cars were parked as a featured display giving a further opportunity to review the diverse collection,
have lunch and visit the Motor Museum. The final leg, a further 50 miles was routed through rural West
Sussex, taking in such features as the Lavender Line, Bluebell Line, Ardingly Reservoir and the Ouse Valley
Viaduct – plenty of visual interest throughout the afternoon. Around 4.30 pm we received our “Finisher”
certificate/fridge magnet, parked up and enjoyed a very tasty Bar-B-Q and excellent company to end off an
enjoyable day.
Our thanks go to TWMC for giving us the opportunity to participate in the run. The organization was first
class, the event ran to time, the start and finish venues excellent and the attention to detail allowed us
get full enjoyment from the day’s drive. The event will take place on 19th August next year and should again
provide a fulfilling day out.
Jenny.

”A Classic Car Mechanic’s Alternative 3 Rs (Remove, Restore, Rebuild) “
With a host of other priorities, it’ a long time since I published a newsletter article but I can now report
that the 3rd R has started (with the 2nd still continuing). As Roger reported in May, my new (Lotus spec !)
chassis arrived in April.
At the time of writing, I am now close to having a
rolling chassis but this article will focus on
progress on Restoration rather than Rebuild,
just to keep heightened anticipation for the next
newsletter issue!
In May, I persuaded my wife to take our short
Spring break in South Devon so that I could pick
up a number of new and refurbished parts from
SJ Sports Car in Crediton. If others ever
consider picking up parts from there, we can
recommend the Fisherman’s Cot near Tiverton
for lunch (they also do dinner with B&B which
could act as an extra sweetener for the trip) – it
sits on the River Exe with alfresco dining
opposite an old 5 arch stone bridge.
More importantly, back to the “3 Rs”: I used SJS to refurbish original brake servo (apparently a “special”
for some reason), brake calipers and steering rack. I restored the handbrake levers and calipers using
combinations of rust remover, wire brushes, vinegar and wire wool. Finishing with a respray to match
the returned main brake calipers (before and after below) :

For my differential and gearbox I have used Road & Race Transmission
(Shoreham near Otford) for reconditioning. The gearbox is still with them
(but I am in no hurry due lack of space at home!). Hubs, vertical links and
original wishbones were bead blasted by TSR (Sevenoaks) though later I
found more play on the new brass trunnions than I would have liked. I
therefore decided to replace the vertical links with new (but even then SJS
had to replace one of the new trunnions as it was found to be at fault also).
Post bead blasting, I found a small crack in one of the hub “wings” which I
had welded to halt any further damage. The hubs were subsequently
painted including the correct handed colour coding. As can be seen, I have
replaced brake disks with new.

Removing the UJs from the prop shaft proved much more difficult than first envisioned, even with a
hydraulic press. Rust removal was done with vinegar and wire wool and after a re-spray, the prop
shaft looked a real treat (shame it’s never seen!). I had purchased a new yoke because a wear ring
was evident on the old one and therefore a potential problem for the gearbox seal. Subsequently, I
was advised to have the prop shaft checked for balance (I used JW Engineering at Bexleyheath).
Lucky I did, as they had to add 40 grams at each end but the bonus was that they inserted the new
UJs for me, something I was dreading, having had such problems removing the old ones .

Hopefully the above article has whet readers’ appetite for the next thrilling instalment of the 3 Rs! I
had better start writing it straightaway, so that I don’t miss the deadline date and more importantly
don’t forget all the “ interesting” elements of the initial Rebuild phase.
Richard L.
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